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The system of nomenclature for species now universally adopted is that of the Swedish

naturalist Carl Gustav Linnaeus and consist in naming every species by a double name,

hence, it is called the Linnaean or binomial nomenclature. For example, Stegodon

ganesha is the scientific name or binomen of a certain species of elephant and is made

up of the generic name Stegodon (the name of the genus to which to which the

species belongs) and specific name ganesha, which distinguishes this species can be

assigned same genus.

In practice, most of the newly discovered species can be assigned readily to an existing

genus and thus the act of describing new species involves the invention of only one

name. If the new species is apparently distinct from all established genera, a new

generic name is assigned at the same time.



The name for species and genera must be Latin words have been Latinized. There is

considerable latitude in the choice of words to be used as names

(i) Latinzed place name. e.g. Lametasaurs, Bohemilla, Katroliceras

(ii) Name of scientist, e.g. Krishanania, Oldhamia, Murchisonia, Lonsdaleia

(iii) Name of mythological characters, e.g. Sivatherium, Visnutherium, Astarte, Venus

(iv) More or less descriptive compound words of latin or Greek derivation, e.g.

Tetrabeladon, DIbelodon, Trilophodon, Micraster.



The paleontologist may introduce some additional exact details about the

denomination be way of subgenus to the optional sub-generic label and the subgenus

will include small group of species, neither too large nor too small.

The binomen is followed by the auther’s name and the date of the description of the

species, e.g. Tornoceras, keyserlingi, Muller, 1956. The sub-generic name is written in

parenthesis in between the binomen, e.g. Tornoceras (Aulatornoceras)keyserlingi,

Muller, 1956.

With the increases of generic names, a tendency has arisen to develop similar generic

names for similar classes, e.g. majority of crinoids end with the suffix ―crinus, corals

with ―phyllum or phyyllia, echinoids with ―aster, cephalopods with ―ceras,

brichipods with― thyris, and graptolotes with― graptus.

But it is not always the case.



The specific name may either be descriptive of some feature of the species, as in

Belemnites minimus, indicating its first locality, as in Palmoxylon rajamahalenis or a

noun may be used, as in Ophicerassakuntala.

Sometimes popular names are rejected and new names are given. This facts are

indicated by putting earlier names in brackets after the new names, as in Bullinus

(Physa), Venericardia (Cardita).

Categories higher than genus are designed in Lattin and the conventional suffixes are

used-inae for sub-family,―idae for family,―acae for super family, ―ina for sub-order,

―ida for the order, ―oidae for the class.



Fossil plants are named according to the same set of rules, but the name usually refers

to parts rather than complete organism. Since the generic name may apply to only a

seed, a leaf of some other parts, the genus is called a form genus or artificial genus, as

contrasted with a natural genus. It follows that the whole plant may be known only as

the sum of its separately named parts, and palaeobotanical nomenclature is,

therefore, complex. As for example, the arborscent lycopod Lepidodendron I sthe

name for whole plant. The roots, leaves, cones and spores of this plant are known as

Stigmaria Lepidophyllum, Lepidostrobus and Triletes respectively. The generic name

Stigmaria is applied to alike roots of different plants like Lepidophlosis Bothrodendron

and Sigillaria.



While writing or printing the name of organism, the following rules are to be

followed,

(i) Generic names are always written with initial capital letter, while specific names

should be underlined.

(ii) While printing, the name should be printed in italics adhering to initial capital

letter for generic name and initial small letter for specific name.




